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CRAZY LENNY’S DISCOUNT DRIVING SCHOOL
Scene 1 - Exterior American parking
lot
(WE HEAR INTERSTATE TRAFFIC ROARING IN THE
DISTANCE)
CRAZY LENNY
Welcome to CRRRAAAAZY Lenny’s discount driving school,
where we take all you folks off the boat and put you
straight into a car to learn how to drive in the good
ol’ US of A. I don’t wanna hear how y’all drive in your
back water countries but here in ’Merica we do it the
right way, the best way, and the fastest way. YOU! You
there! Get your butt up here, you’re first!
NIGEL

MUNSFORD
Um...I’m sorry there seems to be some sort of confusion
here, I was under the understanding that this was the
line for the bus.

CRAZY LENNY
Bus?! Are you kiddin’ me?! Have you ever seen the movie
Speed?! You wont find ol’ Crazy Lenny on one of them
death machines. Drive that thing over 50 and you can
kiss your grits goodbye!
NIGEL

MUNSFORD
You do know that was a fictional film?

CRAZY LENNY
Fictional? Son, don’t believe everything you hear in
the papers. Snakes on a plane...haven’t flown since.
Now get in the car!
NIGEL

MUNSFORD
No, um..you see

CRAZY LENNY
Get in the car!
NIGEL

MUNSFORD
..ok

SOUND: CAR DOORS CLOSE
(EXTERIOR SOUNDS ARE MUTED WITH THE CLOSING OF THE
DOORS. WE HEAR SOMEONE BUCKLE UP)
CRAZY LENNY
First mistake! You put your seatbelt on! How the hell
are you supposing you are going to get out of the car
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.

CRAZY LENNY (cont’d)
when we crash? What happens when the car plows into a
tree, I guess your seatbelt is going to stop your face
hitting the wheel too?! Now take that thing off!
NIGEL

MUNSFORD
err...Well I didn’t plan on crashing actually.

CRAZY LENNY
What we plan and what transpires are two very different
things. Right, this here car has dual controls, that
means that i got the same peddles you do. ’cept my
break don’t work, but don’t you worry, the accelerator
is fine.
NIGEL

MUNSFORD
Are you sure this is safe? I’ve never driven an
American car before

CRAZY LENNY
Son, I got the emergency break right here, don’t you go
worrying about a thing. Now start the damn car!
SOUND: ENGINE STARTS

